
 

I passed by a sign recently that read, "Making yourself happy is all that matters!" Instantly, God said

that is not the truth. Sometimes in our pursuit of self-gratification and happiness, we bury our

potential in God just like the man with one talent.

 

Many times, we christians choose what gives us in momentary bliss. We forget that God has called

us to a journey of sowing and reaping into His Kingdom. Often times, we will make choices that

satisfy us in the moment but ultimately do nothing to bring about long-term results in our

relationship with God. Doing what will make us happy is temporary. Doing what will bring us joy is

long-term. That's why joy can only come from the Lord. 

 

Mainstream media shouts, "Make yourself happy!" Truth declares that it is better to find joy.

So, we shouldn't live in a way that will bring temporary happiness, and we shouldn't live for as many

moments of happiness we can get. Rather, we should live our personal lives the kingdom way, it will

bring a lifetime of joy and peace.  Peace only comes with God's redemption, a clear conscience and

choices to look back on with righteous confidence. Those times when you acted in a godly manner,

put your brother before yourself, made choices that were selfless, and took the higher road all add

to that confidence and feeling of fulfillment you get that you were accomplishing the Lord's will for

your life. Happiness is in the moment. Joy sees the long road ahead.

 

CHALLENGE

I challenge you to not make choices for the moment. Rather, make choices for the journey!  Take

what God has given you and sow it into his kingdom. Choices made for the kingdom journey will

increase the talents that God has placed in your life.

 

 

Failure 

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN FOR ME?

WHERE DO I START?

Age 15-18 year olds

Did you know?
L E T ' S  T A L K  F A C T S

SCRIPTURES

Matthew 25:16-23

"The servant who had received the five talents went at

once and put them to work and gained five more.

Likewise, the one with the two talents gained two more.

But the servant who had received the one talent went

off, dug a hole in the ground, and hid his master’s

money. After a long time the master of those servants

returned to settle accounts with them. The servant

who had received the five talents came and presented

five more. ‘Master,’ he said, ‘you entrusted me with five

talents. See, I have gained five more.’ His master

replied, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant! You have

been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge

of many things. Enter into the joy of your master!’" 

 

 

THE MOMENT CHOICE

Think about your choices!

By: Lacy N. Duvall

Step 1

Think about how you make choices. Are they for the moment? Are they for the long-term results.

 

Step 2

How many moment choices do you make? How many long-term choices do you make?

 

Step 3

What can you change in your mindset in order to make more long term choices?

 

Step 4

Choose JOY over happiness.

 

Happiness - a feeling marked by

satisfaction and contentment for

having experienced the perfect

moment. Happiness often depends

on what just "happened."

Joy - the results or sum of many

realities that create a feeling of

peace. Joy does not depend on

circumstances.

 

 

 


